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B.Wear it on the goggle. 

Put first the armband and adjust to the fit size, then clip the Tayogo 

Case on it, then screw the extending cable into the case, attach the 

headphone to the extending cable.

A.Wear it on the arm. 

C.Please use the right ear buds

Note: the swimming buds are recommended 

for swimming. There is L(for left) and R(for 

right) for swimming buds. Swimming buds 

can attach tightly to the ear to make sure 

headphone not fall off and also can prevent 

water going into ears.

Opearation

A.Open the case. B.Turn on the  shuffle and set 

your playing mode.

C.Put the shuffle into the case. 

D.Close the case. E.Screw the headphone or extending 

cable into the case tightly. Make sure 

it is well connected with the shuffle.
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Make sure the Shuffle 
is powered on and 
playing mode well set 
before installment.

A. Before closing the Shuffle Mate, 

Please make sure the shuffle is well 

put in.

B: Please make sure the shuffle is 

powered on.

C: Shuffle can not be powered on or 

off with Shuffle Mate, you can play or 

pause only.

D. Voice control can not function with 

Shuffle Mate.

E. After swimming, please remove the 

Shuffle, clean the Shuffle Mate.

Note



Model:C03
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Thanks for your purchase Tayogo Wateproof Case for iPod 

Shuffle, Please read the instruction manual carefully before 

operation.

Waterproof Case for iPod Shuffle
Instruction Manual

Adjustable armband X1

Package includes

Waterproof Case X1

Waterproof headphone X1 Extending headphone cable X1

 Swimming Earbuds                                            Sports Earbuds
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Add : 5F Block F, No. 8 East, Shangxue Tech. Park, Bantian, 

        Shenzhen, China 

Tel : +86  755  8939  5050   Fax : +86  755  8939  7785
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